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Abstract:
Under-water Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) have important applications in ocean
exploration and lake pollution monitoring. UWSNs use “acoustic" media to achieve
sensor communications. They are essentially different from terrestrial “radio” sensor
networks due to its highly variable, long propagation delay and mobility nature. Clock
synchronization is an important protocol to achieve timing-based sensor
communications. This talk will present a three-dimensional, scalable UWSN time
synchronization scheme that can achieve both horizontal (i.e. in the same water depth)
and vertical (i.e. from lake bottom up to the surface) clock synchronization. Our
synchronization can overcome the effects of long acoustic delay in UWSN. On the other
hand, it is necessary to secure UWSN clock synchronization services because
malicious people (especially in navy monitoring applications) can use network attacks to
mislead water monitoring operations. In this talk, we will focus on “insider” instead of
“external” attacks. We will propose a two-step security UWSN synchronization model (1) correlation test; (2) statistical reputation & trust model, to detect “outlier” timestamp
data and identify nodes generating “insider” attacks that are different from “external”
attacks due to the complete keying material disclosure in the insider attack events.
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